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1. The new Trezaise roundabout has been positioned to allow access to Whitemoor
and Carthew to the west and Trezaise and the south of Roche to the east.
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2. The roundabout will connect to the B3274 Trezaise road with a new section
of residential link road. This short section of road will sit below the existing
ground in a small cutting.
3. The roundabout will connect to the Greensplat Road via a short section of
new road, giving better connectivity to the existing road network to the south.
4. As the new road heads south from the roundabout, the climbing lane will
continue, whilst the northbound approach to the roundabout will have a
gravel escape lane due to the steep gradient.
5. The section of the road from the roundabout to the start of Hensbarrow, (also
a County Wildlife Site and an area of Common Land) is mostly at the same
level as the existing landscape to minimise visual intrusion.
6. As the road enters Hensbarrow, it bends to avoid the Roche Reservoir before
continuing in a straight line. Within Hensbarrow there is a wooded valley
and at this point the road will be on an embankment spanning the dip. An
underbridge will be provided to allow walkers, cyclist, horse riders as well as
wildlife to pass safely under the road.
7. As the road moves to the south end of Hensbarrow, the road is in a cutting
before intersecting the existing B3274.
8. Between Trezaise roundabout and Hensbarrow there are a number of public
rights of way which are affected by the new road. We are proposing to create
new paths for walkers, cyclists and equestrians and provide safe crossing
opportunities along the route.
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